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veins. A new size-based separation MetaCell® technology was used for enrichment and cultivation of CTCs
in vitro . (Separated CTCs were cultured on a membrane in FBS enriched RPMI media and observed by
inverted microscope. The cultured cells were analyzed
by means of histochemistry and immunohistochemistry
using the specific antibodies to identify the cell origin.
RESULTS: CTCs were detected in 16 patients (66.7%)
of the 24 evaluable patients. The CTC positivity did not
reflect the disease stage, tumor size, or lymph node
involvement. The same percentage of CTC positivity
was observed in the metastatic and non-metastatic
patients (66.7% vs 66.7%). We report a successful
isolation of CTCs in PaC patients capturing proliferating cells. The cells were captured by a capillary action
driven size-based filtration approach that enabled cells
cultures from the viable CTCs to be unaffected by any
antibodies or lysing solutions. The captured cancer
cells displayed plasticity which enabled some cells to
invade the separating membrane. Further, the cancer
cells in the “bottom fraction”, may represent a more
invasive CTC-fraction. The CTCs were cultured in vitro
for further downstream applications.
CONCLUSION: The presented size-based filtration
method enables culture of CTCs in vitro for possible
downstream applications.
© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Abstract
AIM: To investigate the feasibility of separation and
cultivation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in pancreatic cancer (PaC) using a filtration device.
METHODS: In total, 24 PaC patients who were candidates for surgical treatment were enrolled into the
study. Peripheral blood samples were collected before
an indicated surgery. For each patient, approximately
8 mL of venous blood was drawn from the antecubital
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Core tip: Circulating tumor cells role in the process of
pancreatic cancer dissemination should be studied in
the context of the disease management. The ability
to in vitro culture pancreatic circulating tumor cells
(CTCs) could potentially help with the development of
innovative treatments and diagnostic technologies. We
presented simple size-based separation device for the
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isolation of viable CTCs. The isolation process is gentle
allowing the subsequent CTC-cultivation in vitro and is
antibody independent.

Table 1 Patient characteristics and circulating tumor cells examination results n (%)
Total patients (n )

Patient characteristics
T stage
T1
T2
T3
T4
N stage
N0
N1
M stage
M0
M1
Grading
1
2
3
4
Disease stage
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INTRODUCTION
The lethal nature of cancer is caused by its invasive character, and spread via blood and lymphatic system to distant locations generating metastatic disease. Moreover,
pancreatic cancer (PaC) counts to the solid tumors with
the shortest overall survivals. The aggressiveness of the
disease is demonstrated in clinic by very early metastatic
disease and chemoresistance[1-3].
Prognostic value of tumor cells disseminated to the
blood and bone marrow has been shown for various
types of solid tumors. Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are
cells shed from primary tumor and metastatic sites to the
peripheral blood.
Large patient series of breast, prostate, lung, colon
cancer have been tested for CTCs, but no complete results have been reported so far in pancreatic cancer clinical trials[4-6].
The limitation of the recently available tumor markers in PaC could be overcome by CTC.
The analytical methods developed to identify CTCs in
PaC include direct and indirect CTCs- detection. Analytical assays based on antibodies against EpCAM antigen
expressed on the cells surface count to the direct CTCisolation methods together with size based separations.
The polymerase chain reaction-based assays analyzing
DNA and RNA count for indirect detection methods[7,8].
Characterization of CTCs in PaC including enumeration could be an important part of the diagnostic process. CTCs detection aims to reveal the tumor recurrence
risk, chemo and radiotherapy resistance markers[9].
Moreover, the conventional prognostic indicators to
predict patient outcome are often imperfect, owing mainly to tumor plasticity and subjective assessment criteria.
Therefore, there is an urgent need for the establishment
of new sensitive prognostic methods capable of identifying patients with a worse prognosis or those who will
progress quickly.
In the present study, we have employed size-based
separation method to detect CTCs. Our goal was to create an accurate assay that would improve the both detection and cultivation of CTCs/disseminated tumor cells
(DTCs) of pancreatic cancer patients avoiding falsepositive results and to allow for the personalization of
therapy regimens.
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Ⅰ
ⅡA
ⅡB
Ⅲ
Ⅳ

With detected CTC

24
0
2
11
11

0 (0)
1 (50)
9 (81.8)
6 (54.5)

7
17

6 (85.7)
10 (58.9)

21
3

14 (66.7)
2 (66.7)

1
13
9
1

0 (0)
8 (61.5)
8 (88.9)
0 (0)

1
5
7
8
3

1 (100)
4 (80)
5 (71.4)
4 (50)
2 (66.7)

CTCs: Circulating tumor cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
To date, 24 patients with diagnosed PaC have been enrolled into the study in accordance with Declaration of
Helsinki. All patients were candidates for surgery treatment, but 9 out of the 24 patients (37.5%) were seen
as inoperable within surgery. Based on the informed
consent clinical data were collected from all participating
patients. The patient sample characteristics are shown
in Table 1. Peripheral blood (PB) was collected prior to
surgery. For each patient, peripheral blood (8 mL) was
withdrawn into S-Monovette tubes (Sarstedt AG and
Co., Numbrecht, Germany) containing 1.6 mg EDTA/
mL blood as an anticoagulant. The isolation procedure
was completed within 24 h after the blood withdrawal (the
samples were stored at 4-8 ℃ up to 24 h).
CTCs enrichment and culture
Recently, a new size based separation method for viable
CTC - enrichment from PB has been introduced (MetaCell®, MetaCell s.r.o., Ostrava, Czech Republic)[10]. The
size-based enrichment process is based on the filtration
of peripheral blood through a porous polycarbonate
membrane (pores with 8 μm diameter). The minimum
and maximum volume of the filtered PB may be adjusted up to 50 mL with fluid. The standard 8 mL of PB
from patients suffering with PaC was transferred into
the filtration tube-set. Successive blood transfer in several steps is preferred to prevent the blood clotting on
the membrane filter. The PB flow is driven by capillary
action of the absorbent touching the membrane filter.
The whole isolation procedure runs at room tempera-
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Figure 1 Circulating tumor cells captured and cultured on the membrane filter (A), cultured in vitro (A, B, C, D) with visualized nucleoli and nucleus counterstained with DAPI. The circulating tumor cells (CTCs) cultured in vitro may grow through the membrane via the ability of changing the cell shape (C, D).

A

B

10 μm

10 μm

Figure 2 Circulating tumor cells captured and cultured on the membrane filter, incubated with CK-18-FITC antibody, nucleus was counterstained by DAPI (A, B).

ture. The filtered CTCs were observed on the membrane
immediately after filtration by light microscopy and
subsequently (after 2 h) by fluorescent microscopy using
unspecific nuclear stain (NucBlue™, Life Technologies).
For some of the tested samples unspecific cytoplasmic
stain (CellTracker™, Life Technologies) has been used
as well to identify viable CTCs. The fluorescent analysis
enables to distinguish cytomorphology of the recently
enriched CTC fraction with a very high percentage of
sensitivity.
The control of presence of the captured CTCs immediately after the isolation process helps to avoid false
negative results of examination.
The membrane filter is kept in a plastic ring that is
transferred into the 6-well cultivation plate, 2 mL RPMI
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media is added to the filter top and 2 mL to the well bottom. CTCs are cultured on the membrane in vitro under
standard cell culture conditions (37 ℃, 5% atmosphere
of CO2) and observed by inverted microscope (Figure
1). The CTCs were grown in FBS enriched RPMI medium (10%) for the period of minimum 14 d on the
membrane. The cultured cells were analyzed by means of
histochemistry (May-Grünwald staining) and immunohistochemistry using the specific antibodies to identify cell
origin [anti-cytokeratin 18 -FITC conjugated antibody
(Sigma, Germany)], monoclonal CEA, cytokeratin CK7
and vimentin (Dako Denmark S/V) and unspecific DAPI
staining (Sigma, Germany) (Figures 1, 2 and 3).
Alternatively the enriched CTCs fraction can be transferred from the membrane and cultured directly on any
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Figure 3 Circulating tumor cells captured on the separating membrane shown after different immunohistochemistry stainig proving the gastrointestinal
origine of the captured cells. A: May-Gruenwald stain; B: CEA-antibody staining; C: CK7-antibody staining; D: Vimentin-antibody staining.

plastic surface or a microscopic slide. Microscopic slide
culture is preferred if immunohistochemistry/immunofluorescence analysis is planned. If an intermediate CTCsanalysis is awaited, the CTCs-fraction is transferred in PBS
(1.5 mL) to a cytospin slide. The slide is then dried for 24
h and analyzed by means of immunohistochemistry.
Cytomorphological analysis
The fixed and stained cells on the membrane were examined using light and fluorescent microscopy. The analytical process can be divided into two steps: (1) observing
at smaller magnification (up to × 20) to identify cells or
cell nuclei; and (2) observing at higher magnification (up
to × 6) for more detailed evaluation of cytomorphology.
Cells captured on the separating membrane (single
cells or cells within clusters) were located, digitized, and
evaluated by a trained researcher and/or experienced pathologist. Cells presenting below listed characteristics were
defined as CTCs: (1) nuclear size equal or larger than 10
μm); (2) presence of a visible cytoplasm; (3) prominent
nucleoli; (4) high nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, which is not
necessarily true in case of in vitro cultured cells; and (5) irregular nuclear contour.

RESULTS
The frequency of the CTCs positivity is summarized
for different patient subgroups in Figure 4. CTCs were
detected in 16 patients of 24 patients (66.7 %), (Figure
4A), with comparable frequencies in operable and inop-
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erable patients (60% vs 77.8%). Due to the low number
of patients in the different disease stage groups, CTCpositivity does not reflect the disease stage (Figure 4B),
tumor size (Figure 4C), or lymph node involvement
(Figure 4D). The same percentage of CTC positivity
was observed in the metastatic and nonmetastatic patients (66.7% vs 66.7%) (Figure 4E). Interestingly 88.9%
patients with tumor grade 3 were affected by the spread
of the pancreatic disease defined by CTCs (Figure 4F).
The CTC - positivity reported for each patient individually is shown in the Table 2. We are not able to report
any correlation of CTC-abundance and histology tumor
subtype.
We evidence successful CTCs isolation in patients with
pancreatic cancer, capturing viable cells with proliferation
potential. The cells captured by size-based filtration approach are enriched with good fitness, what enables the
culture of the CTCs unaffected by any antibodies or lysing solutions. The CTCs were cultured in vitro for further
downstream applications. The confluent cell growth was
reached in the majority of the cultivated CTC cases.
The size of the captured cells guided us in the cancer
cell identification process even without any additional
staining (e.g., May-Grűnwald -MGG). This standard
staining protocol (MGG) has enabled us to analyze the
nuclei including nucleoli. Generally the nucleus was bigger than 10 μm itself and the cells did not present much
of cytoplasm immediately after separation process. The
nuclear-cytoplasmatic ratio is relatively high in cancer
cells, but not in the in vitro cultured CTCs. The CTCs
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With detected CTC
Without CTC

A

B

CTCs in pancreatic cancer patients

Inoperable (77.8% with CTC)

7

CTCs in relationship to disease stadium
Ⅳ. (66.7% with CTC)

2

2

Ⅲ. (50% with CTC)

Operable (60% with CTC)

9

6

4

ⅡB. (71.4% with CTC)

16
0

C

8
10

Ⅲ. (81.8% with CTC)

10

involvement (N stage)
Ⅰ . (58.9% with CTC)

10

6

0. (85.7% with CTC)

1 1
0

5

7

2

9

Ⅱ. (50.0% with CTC)

10

CTCs in relationship to lymph node

5

6

1

0

D

CTCs in relationship to tumor size (T stage)
Ⅳ. (54.5% with CTC)

E

30

2

4

Ⅰ . (100% with CTC)

20

4
5

ⅡA. (80% with CTC)

Total (66.7% with CTC)

1

5

10

15

CTCs in relationship to metastasis (M stage)

0

F

1
5

10
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Ⅳ. (0% with CTC) 01

Ⅰ . (66.7% with CTC) 2 1

0. (66.7% with CTC)

14
0

7
10

3. (88.9% with CTC)

8

2. (61.5% with CTC)

8

1
5
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20
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Figure 4 Circulating tumor cells positivity reported for patient subgroups. A: Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in PaC patients, reflecting operability of the primary
tumor; B: CTCs in PaC patients in different disease stages; C: CTCs in PaC patients, grouped according the tumor size; D: CTCs in PaC patients, grouped according
the lymph node involvement; E: CTCs in PaC patients grouped according the metastasis; F: CTCs in PaC patients, grouped according to tumor grade.

get big and long in the culture, changing the nuclearcytoplasmatic ratio. The cytoplasm of CTCs is rather
pale than condensed.
Due to the cell size (15 μm), nucleus size (10 μm),shape,
and nucleoli visualized by MGG or simple DAPI-stain in
the formerly fixed cells, cancer cells are detected on the
separating membrane (Figure1A), and also on the plastic
bottom of the 6-well plate (Figure 1B-D). These results
indicate that the captured cancer cells display plasticity enabling to grow through the separating membrane.
Concerning the shape of the cancer cells in the “bottom
fraction”, these cells could present a more invasive CTCfraction with a spindle cell-like shape. The immunohistochemical analysis has shown the abundance of the
cytokeratin-18 in the “membrane” fraction as well as in the
“bottom” fraction proving the carcinoma origin. We see an
enormous potential in the gene expression analysis, which
could reveal the epithelial - mesenchymal character of the
detected cancer cells. The mesenchymal like type phenotype of CTCs after an epithelial- mesenchymal transition
(EMT), was described by expression of CK7, CEA and
vimentin (Figure 3).
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DISCUSSION
The presented study aimed to successful isolation of CTCs
from patients with PaC using a simple size-based separation device. The gentle antibody independent isolation
process allows the subsequent CTC-cultivation in vitro.
The antibody independence could be of advantage
because the detection of CTCs cannot be based only on
the expression of epithelial makers (EpCAM) or cytokeratins due to their lost within EMT process[11-13].
The epithelial markers can be down regulated during
tumor cell dissemination, affecting the detection rates
of CTCs[14-16]. Relatively low CTC-detection rates were
reported using the isolation methods relying on EpCAM
expression (e.g., CellSearch ®, Adnagen ®) in the early
disease stages suggesting, EpCAM-based isolation processes may not be efficient for CTC-detection[17-19].
Two platforms for CTC- enumeration based on different isolation principles (CellSearch® and ISET) were compared in the study of pancreatic cancer by Khoja et al[20]
prospectively. CellSearch® works on the antibody dependent principle of CTCs-separation. All CTCs expressing
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Table 2 Individual patient characteristics and circulating tumor cells examination results
Stadium
ⅠB
ⅡA
ⅡA
ⅡA
ⅡA
ⅡA
ⅡB
ⅡB
ⅡB
ⅡB
ⅡB
ⅡB
ⅡB
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅲ
Ⅳ
Ⅳ
Ⅳ

Tumor histology

CTC

T

N

M

G

Surgery

Ductal
Cylindrocellular
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal
X
Ductal
X
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal
Anaplastic
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal/cylindrocellular
Ductal
Ductal/cribriform
Ductal
Ductal/neuroendocrine
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal
Ductal

YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

2
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
4
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
2

Operabile
Operabile
Operabile
Operabile
Inoperabile
Operabile
Inoperabile
Inoperabile
Inoperabile
Operabile
Operabile
Inoperabile
Operabile
Operabile
Operabile
Operabile
Inoperabile
Operabile
Operabile
Inoperabile
Inoperabile
Inoperabile
Operabile
Operabile

CTCs: Circulating tumor cells.

epithelial markers should be captured by immunomagnetic separation. ISET is asize-based, blood filtration device.
It has been reported that CTCs were detected in 93% of
patients via ISET and in 40 % by CellSearch®.
We detected CTCs in the 66.7% cases. If the patients
are subcategorized, the CTC- positivity reaches 80% in
some subgroups (e.g., T3-stage). In discussing the results
of the CTC-frequency in the pre-defined patient subgroups we should report the relationship between the
CTCs and operability of the PaC patients. The CTCs
were detected in the 77.8 % of inoperable patients. In the
future the CTCs-tests could be used for pre-screening
patients before operation. Stage Ⅲ encompasses patients whose tumors can be surgically removed which
represents more than a half of the patients. The CTCs
positivity results show, that also in the resectable cases,
the CTC-positivity number is very high (60%). There is
a possibility to pre-treat the CTC-positive patients within
neoadjuvant therapy (chemotherapy or radiotherapy)
combined regimens. The survival analysis of the PaC patients in the tested group is not available yet to show how
different the patient performance and therapy resulted
following CTC testing.
We have to acknowledge the potential of CTCs in understanding and discovering the biological principles of
cancer dissemination. The information on CTCs should
help to manage patients according the CTC- presence.
The in vitro proliferation of CTCs in PaC could enable an
implementation of new analytical methodologies such as
genome profiling, microRNA studies, protein expression
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testing, chemoresistance analysis, and discovery of new
therapeutic regimens and targets. To use the CTCs as
biomarker monitoring the therapeutic efficiency in PaC
could be of advantage in near future. Subsequently, CTCtesting is helping to improve patient stratification for new
targeted drugs regimens[21-25].
Nevertheless, due to the lack of treatment possibilities
in PaC, it is not possible yet to identify by help of CTCs
new “druggable targets”.But it is possible to identify in
CTCs susceptible genes, which could be used for gene
therapy development and immunotherapy optimalization
in individual patients[7].
CTCs may help to identify differences between primary tumor and metastasis on the phenotype and genotype level. The clonal heterogeneity of the primary tumor
could explain differences between populations of disseminated cells and the evolution of their new genotypes
and phenotypes[26]. To identify the differences on the
gene expression level between the primary tumor cells
and CTCs should be a base for improving the therapeutical approaches. To answer all the questions discussed
above one needs larger number of CTCs. There are
several ways how to obtain larger numbers of cells: (1)
have more precise and specific separation techniques; (2)
To analyze bigger blood volumes; or (3) culture CTCs in
vitro enabling their proliferation and further downstream
analysis. This could be reached by separation technologies as presented here. The newly reported successful in
vitro CTCs-culture could be a tool to overcome the lownumber CTCs limits, enabling any further research e.g.,
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on protein expression level.

6
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Background

Metastasis in visceral tissue is the major cause of cancer death .The dissemination process is based on the plasticity of malignant cells enabling their migration
from primary tumors to other microenvironments. Hematogenous dissemination
is the most common dissemination route even in tumors spreading through
lymphatic system. Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are messengers in the cancer
dissemination process-holding a promise to determine new therapeutical regimens for the advanced cancer. There have been many clinical studies which
showed the utility of CTCs abundance in the bloodstream as a prediction and
prognostic marker of the pancreatic disease.

Research frontiers

The authors still don’t know yet how many tumor cells and how often are shed
from the primary tumor into the bloodstream. It is hypothesized that 1 g of tumor
tissue may release 106 of the cells into to bloodstream every 24 h. It is essential
to establish sensitive and specific technologies to detect CTCs, which would
enable their analysis on molecular level to further understand CTCs biology.
CTCs present an opportunity to offer information on more effective treatment
strategies and metastatic process prevention in individuals.
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Innovations and breakthroughs

Innovation and improving of CTC detection methods has been reported recently
for CTC microchips, filtration based methodologies, quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Improvements in CTC capture efficiency,
quantification, imaging and molecular analyses are likely to enable further
clinical applications. In this original research paper, we demonstrate that it is
possible to isolate human CTCs from patients with pancreatic cancer, with subsequent cultivation and proliferation in vitro.
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Applications

CTCs provide a novel prognostic and predictive biomarker enabling to monitor
the efficacy of systemic therapy. CTCs may help to identify differences between
primary tumor and metastasis on the phenotype and genotype level. The
clonal heterogeneity of the primary tumor could explain differences between
populations of disseminated cells and the evolution of their new genotypes and
phenotypes. To identify the differences on the gene expression level between
the primary tumor cells and CTCs, CTCs should be a base for improving the
therapeutical approaches.
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CTCs the cancer cells circulating in the bloodstream. Size-based enrichment
process: CTC-enrichment based on cell size, addresses the problem of reduced
EpCAM expression.
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Terminology

Peer review

This paper provides a size-based method to isolate and culture pancreatic
CTCs from clinical blood samples. The major point of this paper is the culture
of CTCs. Many downstream tests are possible for the characterizations of
these cells.
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